The role of hypoxic stop-flow perfusion and high dose chemotherapy in the treatment of regionally advanced colorectal cancer.
The primary or secondary forms of colorectal cancers involving local structures or spreading in the abdomen or pelvic area without extra-regional metastases are identified as regionally advanced colorectal cancers (RACRC). They are unresectable and thus radiotherapy and chemotherapy are the fundamental treatment methods. However, these regimens have failed to check the diffusion of tumor satisfactorily in most forms of RACRC. The abdominal and pelvic regions can be isolated from corporal circulation by temporary occlusion of the aorta and cava and perfused with high doses of chemotherapeutic drugs. The hypoxic abdominal or pelvic stop-flow method for delivering high-dose antiblastic agents to these body districts to avoid toxicity by chemofiltration has been suggested. This study examines the possibility of using this method to treat various forms of RACRC.